ACROSS
1) Not now or the future
5) Tolkien villains
9) Tea-producing state in India
14) Creative input
15) Not a happy fate
16) Neutral shade
17) Very pleasing
20) Arm counterparts of fibulae
21) Parceled out
22) Continuing indefinitely
25) Van Gogh lost one
26) Primitive percussion instrument
28) Filly, after maturing
32) Collapsible topper
37) Ready for a break
38) Good time for a walk hand-in-hand
41) Chats
42) Become very thin
43) Lid lump
44) Mortal danger
46) Appliance with blades
47) Violent storm
53) Birds of a region
65) Long-gone bird

SWEET!

By Henry Quarters

1) Excite, as interest or curiosity
2) Grown up
3) View from the Left Bank
4) Golden Horde member
5) Man out
6) Sturgeon product
7) Carbonated beverage
8) Grin bearer
9) More than hate
10) Small paving stone
11) Recipe directive
12) Malaria symptom
13) Pinochle combo
18) Poetic time after dusk
19) Feeling happy appreciation
23) Turkish commander (Var.)
24) Give money, and expect it back
27) Absolute
28) Kind of computer
29) Stirring solo performance
30) It's overhead
31) Honor's target
32) Withdraws (with "out")
33) Land map part
34) Hard to hang on to
35) Tool for deciduous foliage
36) Cousin of a zebra
37) Gumshoe
39) Send out matter
40) Dell, poetically
44) Revere in history
45) Cluster of nine
46) Diamond side
48) Daisy _ of Dogpatch
49) Blame for, as a crime
50) Murphy who played Klumps
51) Unloads
52) Secret encounter
53) Lookout, perhaps
54) On the qui_ (watchful)
55) Macintosh screen symbol
56) Bag-shaped fish trap
57) Prominent '70s hairstyle
60) Get ___ of (discard)
61) Words of commitment